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Organizations use a wide variety of methods to alert their 
employees of emergencies. These methods include PA/intercom 
systems, wall-mounted fire alarms, email, and mass texting 
systems. While these forms of mass notification systems work, 
they all have two major weaknesses. 

#1: Centralized Location

The first major weakness is that the 
trigger for many of these alert systems 
are kept in centralized locations 
(probably someone’s locked office) and, 
as a result, access to the system is 
limited to a few individuals. But what 
happens when an active shooter targets 
that area/those people first? The alert to 
the rest of the staff will be delayed or 
worse, it might not go out at all. 

Take the Sandy Hook Elementary School 
shooting in Newtown, Connecticut as an 
example. December 14, 2012 started like any other day. 
Approximately 700 students were present and classes were 
underway. The door was locked when the gunman arrived. He 
used his weapon to shoot an entrance into the building, adjacent 
to the principal's office. The principal, vice principal, and school 

counselor were all shot right away and were unable to make the 
announcement. Luckily, there was someone else in the office that 
was able to relay the alert to lock down over the intercom. But 
what if that person wasn’t at their desk? What if the shooter was 

successfully able to block access to the 
intercom system? The ability to quickly 
alert everyone would have been cut off. 

Bottom line: Active shooters are scary 
to think about, but the threat is always 
there. Even worse, active shooters are 
getting smarter. They know the more 
unprepared an organization is for 
emergencies, the more damage they 
can do. Therefore, being prepared not 
only saves lives during an emergency, it 
can help prevent some emergencies 
from happening in the first place. 

#2: One-Way Communication 

The second major weakness is that PA/intercom systems, wall-
mounted fire alarms, and even mass texting systems only provide 
one-way communication. This means your message will be 
delivered, but without the means to get feedback, there is no 
way of knowing who received the message, nor their status.
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Two-way communication occurs when an 
organization sends out a message and 
the recipients are able to respond. This 
type of communication is much more 
ideal in emergency situations because 
not only do you need to deliver your 
message, you need to ensure the 
message was received, read, and acted 
upon. 

However, too much communication can 
be really bad (in emergencies, not your 

personal relationships). Just imagine how 
confusing an organization-wide email 
about an emergency would get when 
you’e looking for feedback…just thinking 
about all of the reply-alls while you’re 
trying to manage an emergency gives me 
anxiety. 

You also need to know who is safe, who 
needs help, and where they’re located. 
PA/intercom systems and wall-mounted 
fire alarms won’t ever be able to provide 
you with that needed feedback. 

Smart Alert Systems

A smart alert system: 

• is decentralized (making emergency
alerts a shared responsibility),

• lets you know who received the
message (and who didn’t)

• allows for simple feedback (instilling
discipline in responses and clarity),
and

• can be sent to certain people
based on groups you define and
their current location

With a smart alert system, you can 
choose to give anyone permission to 
send an emergency alert from anywhere 
on campus (or off campus for traveling 
employees). 

No more running to a locked office, 
fumbling with keys, and making an 
announcement! Also, there’s no more 
wondering who got the message or 
being so buried in responses that you 
can’t make sense of the information. 

Interested in equipping your 

team with an affordable smart 
alert system? 

Visit MaydaySafety.com
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